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Abstract

High-Frequency (HF) radars measure the ocean currents at various spatial and tempo-
ral scales. These include tidal currents, wind-driven circulation, density-driven circula-
tion and Stokes drift. Sequential assimilation methods updating the model state have
been proven successful to correct the density-driven currents by assimilation of obser-5

vations such as sea surface height, sea surface temperature and in-situ profiles. How-
ever, the situation is different for tides in coastal models since these are not generated
within the domain, but are rather propagated inside the domain through the boundary
conditions. For improving the modeled tidal variability it is therefore not sufficient to
update the model state via data assimilation without updating the boundary conditions.10

The optimization of boundary conditions to match observations inside the domain is
traditionally achieved through variational assimilation methods. In this work we present
an ensemble smoother to improve the tidal boundary values so that the model rep-
resents more closely the observed currents. To create an ensemble of dynamically
realistic boundary conditions, a cost function is formulated which is directly related to15

the probability of each perturbation. This cost function ensures that the perturbations
are spatially smooth and that the structure of the perturbations satisfies approximately
the harmonic linearized shallow water equations. Based on those perturbations an
ensemble simulation is carried out using the full three-dimension General Estuarine
Ocean Model (GETM). Optimized boundary values are obtained using all observations20

within the assimilation period using the covariances of the ensemble simulation.

1 Introduction

Most ensemble-based assimilation schemes such as the EnKF (Ensemble Kalman Fil-
ter, Evensen, 2003, 2004), ESSE (Error Subspace Statistical Estimation, Lermusiaux
and Robinson, 1999), SEIK (Singular Evolutive Interpolated Kalman, Pham, 2001) are25

sequential: the ensemble is updated using observations at the time they are measured.
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In this sequential approach however the model undergoes a, sometimes vigorous, ad-
justment process when the model is restarted (e.g. Malanotte-Rizzoli et al., 1989).
A too frequent assimilation of observations can even lead to the situation where the
assimilation degrades the model results due to the high-frequency motions generated
by the assimilation (Talagrand, 1972).5

Several approaches haven been proposed to reduce this well known problem. In-
stead of applying the analysis correction at the assimilation time, in the Incremental
Analysis Update (Bloom et al., 1996) the correction is added incrementally over sev-
eral time steps which reduces the generation of spurious gravity waves. It has been
used with large-scale ocean models (e.g. Keppenne et al., 2005; Ourmières et al.,10

2006) but it is questionable if it can also be used in regional models representing fast
ocean processes such as tides.

In free-surface ocean models such transient motions often propagate as fast shallow-
water barotropic waves. To prevent the generation of spurious gravity waves by assim-
ilation, Dobricic et al. (2007) proposed an iterative method to damp the divergence in15

the analysis increment of the flow field. Barotropic gravity waves can also be removed
explicitly by filtering them from the analysis increment (Barth et al., 2007, 2008).

Those approaches are however not appropriate for tidal simulation since the main
processes here are barotropic waves. It would be difficult to distinguish between spuri-
ous gravity waves and tidal waves missing or misrepresented in the model solution. As20

a first step for the assimilation HF radar data, we concentrate on the M2 tidal signal.
The objective of this paper is twofold: it aims to apply the ensemble genera-

tion scheme providing dynamically constrained perturbations proposed in Barth et al.
(2009) to a realistic case of data assimilation and to assess the realism of the assimi-
lation results using an ensemble assimilation scheme. The paper aims also to assess25

the usefulness of the HF radar data and altimetry-based tidal products to estimate tidal
boundary conditions using a smoother scheme for data assimilation.

In Sect. 2, the observations used in this assimilation study are presented. A brief
description of the model is given in Sect. 3. The assimilation strategy is detailed in
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Sect. 4. The assimilation results are discussed and validated in Sect. 5. Finally, the
conclusions of this study are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Observations

2.1 HF radar data

Surface current observation data was provided by the University of Hamburg by means5

of HF radar measurements carried out in the context of the PRISMA project (PRISMA,
1994). Two systems were installed at a distance of approx. 50 km, the first on the island
of Helgoland (54.19◦ N, 7.88◦ E) and the second on the mainland coast near the town
of St. Peter-Ording (54.34◦ N, 8.59◦ E). They were based on an early CODAR design
developed at NOAA (Barrick et al., 1977), which had been modified at the University of10

Hamburg. The operating frequency was 29.85 MHz which made the system to couple
to 5 m long ocean waves and thus provide surface currents averaged over the top 0.5 m
of the sea surface. The radar measures the radial component of the surface current
by analyzing the additional Doppler shift caused to the Bragg-resonant waves by the
underlying current field.15

The modified CODAR system used a transmit pulse length of 16 µs which results in
a range resolution (range cell depth) of 2.4 km. However, the range cells were sampled
every 8 µs giving interpolated data every 1.2 km. Azimuthal resolution was provided by
means of a four–element array with the antennas arranged in a square at 0.5λ diagonal
spacing (5.02 m). The angle of arrival of the backscattered signal was determined by20

direction–finding in frequency domain based on the phase difference between the an-
tennas. After internal pre-processing the sampling time of the CODAR was 0.262 s. In
each data run 4096 samples were acquired, resulting in an 18 min “coherent integration
time” (CIT).
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2.1.1 Error statistics of the current velocity

After a fast Fourier transform, the backscatter spectra from the four antennas consist
of NFFT=4096 lines each and the additional Doppler shift due to the current field is
analyzed. As the radial component of the current velocity varies with angle, the radial
component of current field is spread over numerous spectral lines. The direction of5

arrival is calculated for each spectral line with a signal-to-noise ratio SNR≥6 dB and
the respective radial current velocity ur (i ) as well as the associated SNR(i ) is then
sorted into “direction–boxes” at 1◦ increments. This calculation is done for all range
cells.

In a next step, a 27×21 Cartesian grid with 3 km horizontal resolution is defined. To10

transform the measurements from radar coordinates (range, azimuth) to this Carte-
sian grid, all data within a circle of 3 km radius around a grid point is copied from the
“direction-boxes” into a “grid-box”. After this transformation, there are e.g. K samples
of a radial current velocity ur (i ) with a signal-to-noise ratio SNR(i ) in a “grid–box”. From
these K samples, the radial current velocity ur is calculated as15

ur =

∑K
i=1 ur (i )SNR(i )∑K

i=1 SNR(i )
(1)

The variance of the radial current velocity σ2
r is calculated as

σ2
r =

∑K
i=1 ur (i )

2SNR(i )∑K
i=1 SNR(i )

− ur
2

(2)

Note, that the variance contains measurement errors as well as the variability due to
temporal changes in the current field within the CIT caused by e.g. tides. Finally, the20

accuracy of the radial current velocity Accr is calculated as

Accr =
σr√
K

(3)
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Because the value of K is not very large, a correction based on the Student’s t distri-
bution is applied. The radial current velocity ur as well as it’s variance σ2

r and accuracy
Accr are calculated for all points of the Cartesian grid, as long as K≥3.

In a final step, the radial current velocities measured by two or more CODARs in-
stalled at different locations are combined to form the surface current vector u. The5

algorithm is published by Gurgel (1994) and is based on a least-squares-fit. It makes
use of the error statistics of the radial current velocities to be combined and thus also
provides the variances σ2(u) and σ2(v) of the meridional (u) and zonal (v) components
of the surface current u. The algorithm is outlined in Appendix B. These variances in-
clude the influence of the geometry (the angle between the radial components) similar10

to the GDOP (Geometrical Dilution Of Precision) known from the GPS (Global Posi-
tioning System).

Close to the line connecting the two radar sites, the GDOP becomes very large
because both radial measurements basically reflect the same radial component of the
current field. If the GDOP is larger than 5, the measurement with the higher SNR is15

used and the missing information perpendicular to the connecting line is interpolated
from surrounding grid points.

2.1.2 The data set used for assimilation

The final data set comprises 8414 samples in time from 9 August 1991 until 4 February
1992. Due to land coverage and distance from the antennas, the maximum spatial20

coverage is 396 of 567 available grid cells. The coverage shows high variation over time
(see Fig. 1) with a mean spatial coverage of 202 grid cells. The mean coverage over
time for each individual point on the observation grid is shown in Fig. 2. This variation
is caused by a changing sea state and also due to Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
at the radar frequency. Medium wave height (1–2 m) results in the largest range of the25

radar measurements, while extremely calm or rough sea reduces the range.
Only the observations from 1 September 1991 to 10 October 1991 are used in this

work for data assimilation. Observations from 10 October 1991 to 30 October 1991 will
2428
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be used for validation. The expected error variance obtained from the processing of the
radar data is used in the assimilation. The error correlation between different velocity
components is ignored here for simplicity. The corresponding error covariance matrix
R′′

HF is thus diagonal (but its diagonal elements depend on space). The representativity
error accounts for missing processes in the model (but present in the observations),5

and errors that cannot be corrected modifying only the M2 tidal boundary conditions.
It also includes the fact that the model and observation error covariances are approx-
imations. The representativity error S2

HF is assumed proportional to the identity matrix
and must be added to this error covariance:

RHF = R′
HF + S2

HF I (4)10

Figure 3 shows the tidal analysis of the zonal and meridional component of the ve-
locity observations. Since close to the line joining the HF radar sites data have partly
been interpolated, the tidal parameters are less accurate near this line (Fig. 10).

2.2 Empirical ocean tides (EOT08a)

The EOT08a (Savcenko and Bosch, 2008) is a global data set for amplitude and tides15

of the major ocean tidal constituents (four diurnal tides (K1, O1, P1, and Q1), five semi-
diurnal tides (M2, S2, N2, K2, and 2N2)), and one non-linear tidal constituent (M4). It
is based on empirical analysis of altimeter data of multiple satellite missions and is
obtained by a harmonic analysis of the residual of the altimetry data relative to the
ocean tidal model FES2004 (Lettellier et al., 2004; Lyard et al., 2006). It has a spatial20

resolution of 7.5′×7.5′ and it is available at ftp://ftp.dgfi.badw.de/pub/EOT08a/.
In this study only the M2 component is used (Fig. 4). The real and imaginary parts

of the complex tidal parameters are represented as separate elements in the observa-
tion vector. For simplicity, the observational error covariance REOT is assumed to be
diagonal with a constant value S2

EOT on its diagonal:25

REOT = S2
EOT

I (5)
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3 Model

The model used is the General Estuarine Ocean Model (GETM Burchard and Bolding,
2002). It solves the 3-D primitive equations on an Arakawa C-grid (Arakawa and Lamb,
1977). In the vertical, the present configuration uses 21σ levels. It covers the German
Bight with a resolution of about 0.9 km. Its boundary conditions are extracted from5

a 5-km resolution North Sea-Baltic Sea model (Staneva et al., 2009). Details about
the large-scale model and the model nesting can be found in Staneva et al. (2009).
Atmospheric fluxes are estimated by the bulk formulation using 6-hourly ECMWF re-
analysis data. The model is also forced by hourly river run-off data provided by the
BSH (Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie, Germany) operational model.10

The amplitude and phase of the M2 tidal velocity (Fig. 5) are computed for a 60-
day model run starting the 1 September 1991 (without data assimilation). The tidal
parameters are shown for the same region as for Fig. 3. The overall structure of u-
amplitude (amplitude of the meridional component of the currents) is in reasonable
agreement with the observations. However, a significant phase difference is observed15

in the u-components. For the v-component (zonal component of the currents), the
velocity amplitude is similar to the observations except in the northern part where it
is underestimated in the model. The phase differences however are largest in the
southeastern part of the region covered by the HF radar observations.

4 Data assimilation20

4.1 Ensemble perturbations

The tides are governed by the shallow water equations which provide a strong dynami-
cal link between elevation and depth-averaged currents. An ensemble of tidal boundary
conditions is created as in Barth et al. (2009). In the following we briefly present this
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approach. The probability of a perturbation x is assumed to be Gaussian distributed:

p(x) =
1

(2π)n/2‖B‖1/2
exp(−J(x)) (6)

where n is the dimension of x and the function J , called a cost function in variational
analysis, is a quadratic function of x given by:

2J(x) = xTWEx + (Dx)TWD(Dx) + (Mx)TWM (Mx) (7)5

= xTB−1x (8)

where WM , WD and WE are, for simplicity, diagonal weighting matrices, D is a diffusion
operator and M is an a priori linear constraint. The subscript of WE refers to energy.
The three terms in this cost function ensure, respectively that the perturbations have
a finite energy, are smooth and satisfy a linear constraint. The matrix B is the underly-10

ing covariance matrix of the ensemble perturbations, but it does not need to be formed
explicitly. Its inverse is also called the Hessian matrix of the cost function J .

The precise definition of the matrices WM , WD, WE and M and of the vector x is
specific to a particular application. In the present setup, only the M2 tidal constituent is
perturbed since it is by far the largest in the German Bight (Schirmer et al., 1994). The15

perturbation vector x in this case is composed by the complex M2 tidal parameters of
elevation ζ ′, and the depth-averaged currents u′ and v ′ of the entire model domain:

ζ (x, y, t) = eiωtζ ′(x, y) (9)

u(x, y, t) = eiωtu′(x, y) (10)

v(x, y, t) = eiωtv ′(x, y) (11)20

where ω is the M2 tidal frequency. Adding other tidal constituents would not add fun-
damentally any new complexity except that the model integration period would have to
be substantially longer to resolve two constituents with a similar frequency as required
by the Rayleigh criterion.
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The energy constraint is based on the barotropic wave energy governed by the shal-
low water equations integrated over the open boundary of the model domain:

xTWEx =
α
2

∫
∂S

g||ζ ′||2 + h||u′||2 + h||v ′||2dx (12)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and h is the water depth. The parameter
α determines how strong this constraint has to be enforced. In continuous form, the5

smoothness constraint is written as:

(Dx)TWD(Dx) =
L4

2

∫
∂S

g

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∂

2ζ ′

∂t2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

2

+ h

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∂2u′

∂t2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

2

+ h

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∂2v ′

∂t2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

2

dx (13)

t is the spatial dimension tangent to the open boundary. The weighting between vari-
ables is thus the same as for the energy constraint. As before, the parameter L deter-
mines the importance of the smoothness constraint relative to other constraints. The10

exponent is chosen such that L represents a length-scale. The smoothness constraint
is also only enforced at the open boundary. The dynamical constraint is active over the
whole domain and can be written as:

(Mx)TWM (Mx) =
1
2

∫
S
g||εζ ||2 + h||εu||2 + h||εv ||2dx (14)

where εζ , εu and εv are given by:15

iωζ ′ +
∂(hu′)

∂x
+

∂(hv ′)
∂y

= ωεζ (15)

iωu′ − f v ′ + g
∂ζ ′

∂x
+ cuu

′ = ωεu (16)

iωv ′ + f u′ + g
∂ζ ′

∂y
+ cvv

′ = ωεv (17)

Unlike the approach presented in Barth et al. (2009), the energy constraints and the
smoothness constraints are applied only at the boundary. The spatial structure of the20
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perturbations within the domain is thus given only by the dynamical constraint which is
sufficient to ensure smooth perturbations.

4.2 Non-sequential assimilation scheme

In this sub-section, the general assimilation approach is detailed while in the next sub-
section it is shown how this assimilation scheme is applied to the German Bight setup5

to estimate tidal boundary conditions.
A non-sequential assimilation scheme can be derived from the classical analysis

scheme by embedding the time dimension in the observation vector. All observations
within the model integration period are thus grouped into a single observation vector
(yo) with their corresponding error covariance (matrix R).10

The vector x(k), where k is the ensemble member index, includes all unknown forc-
ings and parameters of the model. An ensemble of forcing fields are created by per-
turbing them within the range of their uncertainty. If the perturbations depend on time,
then its time evolution is also grouped together into a single vector in a similar way as
the observations.15

For every perturbation, the model is integrated forward in time. But unlike classical
Kalman Filters, the ensemble members are not influenced at this state by the observa-
tions. For each ensemble member, the observed part of the model state is extracted.
Formally, this extraction can be expressed as an “observation operator” H applied to the
ensemble perturbation x

(k) performing the following operations: adding the perturba-20

tion to the background estimate, integrate the model and then interpolate the model to
the location of the observations. The model dynamics are thus part of the observations
operator. Every element in Hx

(k) can thus be directly compared to its corresponding
element in the observation vector yo.

The classical analysis equation provides the optimal perturbation minimizing its ex-25

pected uncertainty:

xa = xb + PbHT (HPbHT + R)−1(yo − Hxb) (18)
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for a given background estimate x
b and a given background error covariance Pb. The

analysis x
a provides the “optimal” correction to the unknown forcings based on the

observations. The model is then rerun with this perturbation applied. The observa-
tions influence thus the model solution only in choosing the optimal combination of the
perturbations. All covariances in Eq. (18) are estimated from the ensemble:5

PbHT =
〈

(x − 〈x〉)(Hx − 〈Hx〉)T
〉

(19)

HPbHT =
〈

(Hx − 〈Hx〉)(Hx − 〈Hx〉)T
〉

(20)

where 〈·〉 is the ensemble average. But covariance matrices do not need to be formed
explicitly as the analysis is performed in the subspace defined by the ensemble mem-
bers (e.g. Nerger et al., 2005).10

For a linear model and an infinite large ensemble, Eq. (18) minimizes,

J(x) = (x − xb)TPb−1
(x − xb) + (yo − Hx)TR−1(yo − Hx) (21)

= (x − xb)TPb−1
(x − xb) +

∑
n

(yo
n − (Hx)n)TRn

−1(yo
n − (Hx)n) (22)

where n references to the indexed quantities at time n. This is the cost function from
which 4-D-Var and Kalman Smoother can be derived.15

A similar approach is used in the Ensemble Smoother (van Leeuwen, 2001) where
model trajectories, instead of model states, are optimized. For the method presented
here, the observations do not need to be perturbed as in the standard Ensemble
Kalman Filter (Burgers et al., 1998) and Ensemble Smoother. Ensemble Smoother
is generally implemented such that the vector x represents a model trajectory. Here20

the vector estimated by assimilation procedure are the perturbed forcings. The optimal
model trajectory is then obtained by rerunning the model with the updated forcings. For
a linear model, both approaches provide the same results. However, for a non-linear
model both approaches can provide different results. The optimal solution from the
Ensemble Smoother is not guaranteed to satisfy the model equations, while it is per25
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construction the case in the scheme used here. Since the method used here aims to
estimate the optimal perturbations, this approach might be called Ensemble Perturba-
tion Smoother.

4.3 Application to data assimilation in the German Bight

The Hessian matrix of the cost function (B−1) is decomposed into eigenvectors and5

eigenvalues:

B−1 = UΛUT (23)

Only the 50 eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues are retained. Those eigen-
vectors correspond to the dominant error modes defined by the covariance matrix B.
From this eigendecomposition, an ensemble of 51 members is created following the10

2nd order exact re-sampling strategy of the SEIK Filter (Pham, 2001):

x(k) = UΛ−1/2A(Ω)k for k = 1, . . . , N + 1 (24)

where N is the number of eigenvectors retained, A is a N+1×N matrix whose column
vectors form an orthonormal basis perpendicular to the vector 1N+1×1 and (Ω)k is the
kth column of a N×N random orthogonal matrix Ω. This ensemble will have exactly15

a zero mean and its ensemble covariance is the covariance matrix B reduced to its 50
largest eigenvectors.

The tidal perturbations are added to the GETM boundary conditions and GETM is
run for 40 days with each of those perturbed boundary values. From those 51 model
runs, the surface currents at the locations measured by the HF radar are extracted and20

will be compared to the HF radar observations. Also for every surface model grid point,
the complex M2 tidal parameters of surface elevation are computed using the T TIDE
package (Pawlowicz et al., 2002). These complex tidal parameters are interpolated at
the grid of the EOT08a data. Once the optimized boundary values following Eq. (18)
are obtained, the model is rerun with the corrected boundary values for 60 days.25
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5 Results

5.1 Sensitivity to the observational error covariance

In the present approach, the observational error covariances do not influence the en-
semble simulation (unlike Ensemble Kalman Filters). Only at the analysis step, which is
carried out only once, the observations are used. Different parameters of the observa-5

tional error covariances can thus be tested without repeating the ensemble simulation
which is by far the most CPU resource intensive step.

In a first series of experiments, the expected error standard deviation of EOT data
SEOT is fixed at 0.01 m (the impact of this value will be discussed later) and 10 different
values for SHF are used ranging from 0.002 to 1 m/s. Each blue circle point in Fig. 610

corresponds thus to a different analysis and a subsequent 60-day run of the model.
The RMS error between the EOT M2 tidal parameter for elevation and the model (ac-
cording to equation in Appendix A) and the RMS error between the HF radar and the
model surface currents are computed. The corresponding errors of the model run with
unperturbed boundary values (hereafter called the free model run) is also included in15

Fig. 6 for reference (red line).
If the representative error of the HF radar currents is too small, then a degradation of

the model results compared to EOT is observed. The HF radar data set covers indeed
only a limited portion of the model domain. The correction of the boundary values is
extrapolated from the information of the HF radar. For SHF>0.12 m/s, an improvement20

for both data sets is obtained compared to the free model run. As a compromise
between improvement relative to HF radar observations and EOT analysis, we choose
here a value of SHF=0.2 m/s for the following experiment.

In a second series of experiment, SHF is thus fixed to 0.2 m/s and SEOT is varied
between 0.001 m and 0.5 m. As before, the analysis is repeated for those different25

values and a model run is performed for 60 days. As long as SEOT is smaller than
0.017 m, an improvement is observed compared to both data sets (Fig. 7). This justifies
a posteriori the value of 0.01 m chosen previously.
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In a last series of sensitivity experiments, we assess the benefit of assimilating only
EOT data, and leaving the HF radar observation as an independent validation data set
(Fig. 8). In this case, we notice that for all values SEOT, the assimilation improves the
results compared to the free model run for both data sets. However, as expected, the
improvement relative of the HF radar data is smaller. In all following experiment, SHF5

and SEOT are set to 0.2 m/s and 0.01 m, respectively.

5.2 Error analysis

The amplitude and phase of the M2 tidal constituent are computed over the first 40
days of simulation by a tidal analysis (Fig. 9). The largest improvement obtained by
assimilation is the amelioration of the u-phase relative to the free model. The assim-10

ilation did not damage the u-amplitude which is close to the observations as it is the
case for the the free model run. The free model run underestimates the v-amplitude in
the northern part of the zone covered by the HF radar. This is improved by the assim-
ilation, but the model v-amplitude is still lower than the v-amplitude obtained from the
observations. The v-phase is in general also closer to the observations in the model15

run with assimilation than in the free run.
To obtain an overall view of the impact of the assimilation, RMS maps are computed

between the observations and the free and assimilative model runs (Fig. 11).

RMS2 =
1

2N

N∑
i=1

(
uo
i − um

i

)2 +
(
voi − vmi

)2
(25)

where the subscripts o and m correspond to the observations and the model (free or20

with assimilation), respectively and N is the number of observations. It is important
to note that the structure seen in this figure can be either due to errors in the model
or in the HF radar currents. The higher errors near the line joining both antennas is
probably due to the geometric dilution of precision. Since the signal strength decreases
away from the antenna a higher error is also expected near the edges of the covered25
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region, in particular near the western and southern edge of the covered zone. In the
northeastern part we have probably a combination of this effect and model errors due to
the complex topography. Indeed, these zones show an higher expected error standard
deviation of the observations (left panel Fig. 10).

In the interior of the covered zone, the free model run has an RMS error of about5

0.2 m/s. This value is reduced to about 0.15 m/s in the model run with assimilation.
Since the RMS error is computed directly based on the surface currents, it is the com-
bination from several errors. The RMS error includes the errors in M2 tides generated
by the boundary conditions (which the assimilation aims to reduce), but among others
also errors in M2 tides generated by errors in the bathymetry and bottom roughness10

for example, errors due to other tidal constituents, errors in wind forcings and lack of
resolution in general.

In an attempt to decompose the model errors we computed the RMS error only due
M2 tides (RMS2

M2) and the remaining errors sources (RMS′2):

RMS2 = RMS2
M2 + RMS′2 (26)15

The contribution of the M2 tides RMS2
M2 is computed by a tidal analysis of the ob-

served and model velocity. The RMS error is then computed according to Appendix A.
This is equivalent of computing the RMS of the error projected onto the subspace
spanned by the harmonic functions at the M2 tidal frequency. Such decomposition of
the model error in a orthogonal vector space is a useful approach for model validation20

(e.g. Alvera-Azcárate et al., 2007). Figure 12 shows the RMS difference between ob-
servations and models only due to errors in the M2 tides. As expected, the relative
error reduction is largest in this analysis: in the interior of the zone covered by the HF
radar, the error is reduced from 0.14 to about 0.08 m/s. To reduce the model error in
the very shallow eastern part, a higher resolution would probably be required.25

All those RMS errors in Figs. 11 and 12 are computed based on the 40 days of HF
radar velocity used in the assimilation. Those error analyses where repeated for the
following 20 days of model simulation. The error reduction for this analysis is very sim-
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ilar to the one obtained by using the assimilated observations (Fig. 13). This indicates
that the boundary conditions where not adjusted for a particular month and that they
can also be used for simulating a different time period. However, the RMS error at the
edges of the covered zone is higher when the model is compared to the data from 10
October 1991 to 30 October 1991. The fact that this is observed in both simulations5

(free and with assimilation) and also in the averaged expected error standard deviation
of the observations indicate that the observations were inherently less accurate in the
second time period (Fig. 10).

5.3 Tide gage station

The model results are also compared to tide gage data from Helgoland (54.18◦ N,10

7.88◦ W) and from Cuxhaven (53.87◦ N, 8.72◦ W). The tide gage station at Helgoland
is covered by the HF radar observations but this is not the case for the tide gage at
Cuxhaven. For both sites, hourly sea level data from 21 January 2006 to 7 December
2006 are available to us. Since the model time frame differs from the time period where
sea level is available, a direct comparison of the sea level is not possible. However, the15

tidal amplitude and phase can be compared (after applying nodal corrections). Table 1
shows the M2 amplitude and phase computed by tidal analysis from the observations,
the free model run and the model run with assimilation. At Helgoland, the phase differ-
ence is reduced from 14◦ to −2◦ and also the relative amplitude error is improved from
28 to 14%. At Cuxhaven, the assimilation reduced the phase error from −41◦ to −28◦

20

and the relative amplitude error from 30 to 21%. Table 1 also contains the RMS error
as computed by Eq. (A2) of Appendix A. Those RMS errors combine the contribution
of the amplitude and phase improvements. The assimilation reduces the RMS error by
a factor of 2 for Helgoland and by a factor of 1.4 for Cuxhaven.
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6 Conclusions

A new ensemble generation scheme to create dynamically constrained perturbations
is tested in a realistic assimilative model setup. Since tidal boundary conditions are
determined by an ensemble assimilation scheme, the ensemble perturbations are re-
quired to satisfy approximately the harmonic shallow water equations. An ensemble5

based on this method was successfully used to improve M2 boundary conditions by
assimilation HF radar and tidal data derived from altimetry.

The feasibility of a non-sequential assimilation scheme to derive the optimal correc-
tion as a combination from ensemble perturbations is shown. Since the perturbations
of uncertain forcings fields (here tidal boundary conditions) are analyzed by using all10

observations within the model integration period it acts similar as an Kalman Smoother.
For a linear model and infinite ensemble, it would provide the same solution as 4-D-Var
but without requiring the formulation of an adjoint. Since the method aims to derive
the optimal perturbation and not the optimal state, the final solution is obtained by re-
running the model. The analyzed model solution satisfies thus the model equations15

exactly.
The applicability of this approach for different degrees of non-linearity and for uncer-

tain time-dependent forcings remain to be shown. In the later case, one could apply
a time-localization similar to the space localization used in reduced-rank Kalman filters.

Besides the expected error reduction relative to the assimilated HF radar observa-20

tions and the EOT08a data set (Empirical Ocean Tides), the improved boundary con-
ditions also reduce the error relative to unassimilated HF radar velocities and the M2
amplitude and phase of tide gage observations at Helgoland and Cuxhaven.
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Appendix A

Root mean square difference between tidal signals

For two harmonic time series at the same frequency ω characterized by an amplitude
and a phase A, φ and A′, φ′, respectively, one can compute its time averaged RMS5

difference by:

RMS2 = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
(A cos(ωt −φ) − A′ cos(ωt −φ′))2dt (A1)

=
A2 + A′2

2
− A A′ cos(φ −φ′) (A2)

This measure combines a difference in amplitude and phase and is thus useful to
asses the overall difference between the two periodic time series.10

Appendix B

Calculating the surface current vector from two or more radial components

The geometry to combine two radial components ur1 and ur2 is shown in Fig. 14. The
meridional (u) and zonal (v) components of the surface current u can be calculated by15

solving the following equation: cosθ1 sinθ1
...

...
cosθn sinθn

(
u
v

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

=

ur1
...

urn

 (B1)

For more than two radial components, the system is overdetermined. In this case,
the system can be solved by minimizing the total error ε2 using all n radial components
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urj (j=1, . . . , n) and their error variance, σ2
rj :

ε2 =
n∑

j=1

1

σ2
rj

(cosθju + sinθjv − urj )
2 (B2)

In matrix form, this cost function can be written as:

ε2 = | Au − b |2 (B3)

where vector b contains all radial velocities scaled by their error standard deviation and5

the matrix A are given by:

A =


cosθ1
σr1

sinθ1
σr1

...
...

cosθn
σrn

sinθn
σrn

 b =


ur1
σr1
...

urn
σrn

 (B4)

The solution u is found by solving the following equation:

(ATA)u = ATb (B5)

The variances of the meridional σ2(v) and zonal σ2(u) components of the surface10

current is given by the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix C:

C = (AT A )
−1

(B6)

σ2(u) = c11 ; σ2(v) = c22 (B7)

This algorithm can also be used to combine two radial components only. In contrast
to just solving Eq. (B1), it also provides the variances of the surface current u.15
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Table 1. Comparison with tide gage observations. Amplitude is in m and phase in degrees.

Helgoland Cuxhaven
amplitude phase RMS amplitude phase RMS

Observations 1.13 304 1.36 334
Free 0.81 318 0.28 0.95 15 0.63
Assimilation 0.97 302 0.12 1.08 2 0.46
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Fig. 1. Temporal coverage of the HF radar zonal and meridional surface velocity observations: the number of observation grid

points with valid data available is shown for each sample time. The Cartesian observation grid has 567 points, but due to land

coverage and distance from the antennas, the maximum spatial coverage is 396 grid cells.
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Fig. 2. Spatial coverage of the HF radar zonal and meridional surface velocity observations: the number of samples available

at each observation grid point is color–coded according to the color-bar. The entire data set comprises 8414 samples in time.

Contour lines show depth in meters as used in the hydrodynamic model’s bathymetry. The crosses show the location of HF

antennas.

5

Fig. 1. Temporal coverage of the HF radar zonal and meridional surface velocity observations:
the number of observation grid points with valid data available is shown for each sample time.
The Cartesian observation grid has 567 points, but due to land coverage and distance from the
antennas, the maximum spatial coverage is 396 grid cells.
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Fig. 1. Temporal coverage of the HF radar zonal and meridional surface velocity observations: the number of observation grid

points with valid data available is shown for each sample time. The Cartesian observation grid has 567 points, but due to land

coverage and distance from the antennas, the maximum spatial coverage is 396 grid cells.
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Fig. 2. Spatial coverage of the HF radar zonal and meridional surface velocity observations: the number of samples available

at each observation grid point is color–coded according to the color-bar. The entire data set comprises 8414 samples in time.

Contour lines show depth in meters as used in the hydrodynamic model’s bathymetry. The crosses show the location of HF

antennas.
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Fig. 2. Spatial coverage of the HF radar zonal and meridional surface velocity observations:
the number of samples available at each observation grid point is color-coded according to the
color-bar. The entire data set comprises 8414 samples in time. Contour lines show depth in
meters as used in the hydrodynamic model’s bathymetry. The crosses show the location of HF
antennas.
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covariance:

RHF = R′HF + S2
HF I (4)

Figure 3 shows the tidal analysis of the zonal and meridional component of the velocity observations. Since

close to the line joining the HF radar sites data have partly been interpolated, the tidal parameters are less accurate120

near this line (figure 10).

Fig. 3. M2 amplitude (in m/s) and phase (in degrees) of zonal (u) and meridional (v) surface currents of the observations.

2.2 Empirical Ocean Tides (EOT08a)

The EOT08a (Savcenko and Bosch, 2008) is a global data set for amplitude and tides of the major ocean tidal

constituents (four diurnal tides (K1, O1, P1, and Q1), five semi-diurnal tides (M2, S2, N2, K2, and 2N2), and

6

Fig. 3. M2 amplitude (in m/s) and phase (in degrees) of zonal (u) and meridional (v) surface
currents of the observations.
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Fig. 4. M2 amplitude (in m) and phase (in degrees) of EOT08a for the German Bight.
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The amplitude and phase of the M2 tidal velocity (figure 5) are computed for a 60-day model run starting the

1 September 1991 (without data assimilation). The tidal parameters are shown for the same region as for figure145

3. The overall structure of u-amplitude (amplitude of the meridional component of the currents) is in reasonable

agreement with the observations. However, a significant phase difference is observed in the u-components. For

the v-component (zonal component of the currents), the velocity amplitude is similar to the observations except

in the northern part where it is underestimated in the model. The phase differences however are largest in the

southeastern part of the region covered by the HF radar observations.150

Fig. 5. M2 amplitude (in m/s) and phase (in degrees) of zonal (u) and meridional (v) surface currents of the free model run.

8

Fig. 5. M2 amplitude (in m/s) and phase (in degrees) of zonal (u) and meridional (v) surface
currents of the free model run.
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Different parameters of the observational error covariances can thus be tested without repeating the ensemble sim-270

ulation which is by far the most CPU resource intensive step.

In a first series of experiments, the expected error standard deviation of EOT data SEOT is fixed at 0.01 m (the

impact of this value will be discussed later) and 10 different values for SHF are used ranging from 0.002 m/s to

1 m/s. Each blue circle point in figure 6 corresponds thus to a different analysis and a subsequent 60-day run275

of the model. The RMS error between the EOT M2 tidal parameter for elevation and the model (according to

equation in appendix A) and the RMS error between the HF radar and the model surface currents are computed.

The corresponding errors of the model run with unperturbed boundary values (hereafter called the free model run)

is also included in figure 6 for reference (red line).
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Fig. 6. RMS error relative to EOT analysis (in m) and HF radar observations (in m/s) for SEOT = 0.01 m and different values

for SHF (in m/s). Free run is in red and run with data assimilation in blue.

If the representative error of the HF radar currents is too small, then a degradation of the model results com-280

pared to EOT is observed. The HF radar data set covers indeed only a limited portion of the model domain. The

correction of the boundary values is extrapolated from the information of the HF radar. For SHF > 0.12 m/s,

an improvement for both data sets is obtained compared to the free model run. As a compromise between im-

provement relative to HF radar observations and EOT analysis, we choose here a value of SHF = 0.2 m/s for the

following experiment.285

13

Fig. 6. RMS error relative to EOT analysis (in m) and HF radar observations (in m/s) for
SEOT=0.01 m and different values for SHF (in m/s). Free run is in red and run with data assimi-
lation in blue.
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In a second series of experiment, SHF is thus fixed to 0.2 m/s and SEOT is varied between 0.001 m and 0.5 m.

As before, the analysis is repeated for those different values and a model run is performed for 60 days. As long as

SEOT is smaller than 0.017 m, an improvement is observed compared to both data sets (figure 7). This justifies a

posteriori the value of 0.01 m chosen previously.290
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Fig. 7. RMS error relative to EOT analysis (in m) and HF radar observations (in m/s) for SHF = 0.2 m/s and different values

for SEOT (in m). Free run is in red and run with data assimilation in blue.

In a last series of sensitivity experiments, we assess the benefit of assimilating only EOT data, and leaving

the HF radar observation as an independent validation data set (figure 8). In this case, we notice that for all

values SEOT, the assimilation improves the results compared to the free model run for both data sets. However, as

expected, the improvement relative of the HF radar data is smaller. In all following experiment, SHF and SEOT are

set to 0.2 m/s and 0.01 m respectively.295

14

Fig. 7. RMS error relative to EOT analysis (in m) and HF radar observations (in m/s) for
SHF=0.2 m/s and different values for SEOT (in m). Free run is in red and run with data assimila-
tion in blue.
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Fig. 8. RMS error relative to EOT analysis (in m) and HF radar (in m/s) for different values for SEOT (in m) without assimilation

of HF radar observations. Free run is in red and run with data assimilation in blue.

5.2 Error analysis

The amplitude and phase of the M2 tidal constituent are computed over the first 40 days of simulation by a tidal

analysis (figure 9). The largest improvement obtained by assimilation is the amelioration of the u-phase relative

to the free model. The assimilation did not damage the u-amplitude which is close to the observations as it is the

case for the the free model run. The free model run underestimates the v-amplitude in the northern part of the300

zone covered by the HF radar. This is improved by the assimilation, but the model v-amplitude is still lower than

the v-amplitude obtained from the observations. The v-phase is in general also closer to the observations in the

model run with assimilation than in the free run.

15

Fig. 8. RMS error relative to EOT analysis (in m) and HF radar (in m/s) for different values for
SEOT (in m) without assimilation of HF radar observations. Free run is in red and run with data
assimilation in blue.
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assimilation.

To obtain an overall view of the impact of the assimilation, RMS maps are computed between the observations

and the free and assimilative model runs (figure 11).305

RMS2 =
1

2N

N∑
i=1

(uoi − umi )2 + (voi − vmi )2 (25)

where the subscripts o and m correspond to the observations and the model (free or with assimilation) respec-

tively and N is the number of observations. It is important to note that the structure seen in this figure can be

either due to errors in the model or in the HF radar currents. The higher errors near the line joining both antennas

is probably due to the geometric dilution of precision. Since the signal strength decreases away from the antenna a310

higher error is also expected near the edges of the covered region, in particular near the western and southern edge

16

Fig. 9. M2 amplitude (in m/s) and phase (in degrees) of zonal (u) and meridional (v) surface
currents of the model run with assimilation.
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of the covered zone. In the northeastern part we have probably a combination of this effect and model errors due to

the complex topography. Indeed, these zones show an higher expected error standard deviation of the observations

(left panel figure 10).

315

Fig. 10. The square root of the averaged expected observational error variance (without the representativity error) for the

observations from 1 September 1991 to 10 October 1991 (assimilated; right panel) and from 10 October 1991 to 30 October

1991 (not assimilated; left panel). Units are m/s.

In the interior of the covered zone, the free model run has an RMS error of about 0.2 m/s. This value is reduced

to about 0.15 m/s in the model run with assimilation. Since the RMS error is computed directly based on the

surface currents, it is the combination from several errors. The RMS error includes the errors in M2 tides gener-

ated by the boundary conditions (which the assimilation aims to reduce), but among others also errors in M2 tides

generated by errors in the bathymetry and bottom roughness for example, errors due to other tidal constituents,320

errors in wind forcings and lack of resolution in general.

In an attempt to decompose the model errors we computed the RMS error only due M2 tides (RMS2
M2) and the

remaining errors sources (RMS′2):

RMS2 = RMS2
M2 + RMS′2 (26)325

The contribution of the M2 tides RMS2
M2 is computed by a tidal analysis of the observed and model velocity.

The RMS error is then computed according to appendix A. This is equivalent of computing the RMS of the error

projected onto the subspace spanned by the harmonic functions at the M2 tidal frequency. Such decomposition of

17

Fig. 10. The square root of the averaged expected observational error variance (without the
representativity error) for the observations from 1 September 1991 to 10 October 1991 (assim-
ilated; right panel) and from 10 October 1991 to 30 October 1991 (not assimilated; left panel).
Units are m/s.
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the model error in a orthogonal vector space is a useful approach for model validation (e.g. Alvera-Azcárate et al.,

2007). Figure 12 shows the RMS difference between observations and models only due to errors in the M2 tides.330

As expected, the relative error reduction is largest in this analysis: in the interior of the zone covered by the HF

radar, the error is reduced from 0.14 m/s to about 0.08 m/s. To reduce the model error in the very shallow eastern

part, a higher resolution would probably be required.

All those RMS errors in figures 11 and 12 are computed based on the 40 days of HF radar velocity used in335

the assimilation. Those error analyses where repeated for the following 20 days of model simulation. The error

reduction for this analysis is very similar to the one obtained by using the assimilated observations (figure 13).

This indicates that the boundary conditions where not adjusted for a particular month and that they can also be

used for simulating a different time period. However, the RMS error at the edges of the covered zone is higher

when the model is compared to the data from 10 October 1991 to 30 October 1991. The fact that this is observed340

in both simulations (free and with assimilation) and also in the averaged expected error standard deviation of the

observations indicate that the observations were inherently less accurate in the second time period (figure 10).

Fig. 11. RMS difference (in m/s) between surface current observations and model results without (left panel) and with assimi-

lation (right panel).

5.3 Tide gage station

The model results are also compared to tide gage data from Helgoland (54.18 N, 7.88 W) and from Cuxhaven

(53.87 N, 8.72 W). The tide gage station at Helgoland is covered by the HF radar observations but this is not the345

case for the tide gage at Cuxhaven. For both sites, hourly sea level data from 21 January 2006 to 7 December

2006 are available to us. Since the model time frame differs from the time period where sea level is available,

a direct comparison of the sea level is not possible. However, the tidal amplitude and phase can be compared

18

Fig. 11. RMS difference (in m/s) between surface current observations and model results
without (left panel) and with assimilation (right panel).
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Fig. 12. RMS difference (in m/s) between surface current observations due to the M2 tides
and the corresponding model results without (left panel) and with assimilation (right panel).
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Fig. 12. RMS difference (in m/s) between surface current observations due to the M2 tides and the corresponding model results

without (left panel) and with assimilation (right panel).

Fig. 13. RMS difference (in m/s) between surface current observation and model results without (left panel) and with assimi-

lation (right panel) compared to independent data.

(after applying nodal corrections). Table 1 shows the M2 amplitude and phase computed by tidal analysis from

the observations, the free model run and the model run with assimilation. At Helgoland, the phase difference is350

reduced from 14◦to -2◦and also the relative amplitude error is improved from 28% to 14%. At Cuxhaven, the

assimilation reduced the phase error from -41◦to -28◦and the relative amplitude error from 30% to 21 %. Table

1 also contains the RMS error as computed by equation (A2) of appendix A. Those RMS errors combine the

contribution of the amplitude and phase improvements. The assimilation reduces the RMS error by a factor of 2

19

Fig. 13. RMS difference (in m/s) between surface current observation and model results with-
out (left panel) and with assimilation (right panel) compared to independent data.
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Fig. 14. Calculation of the surface current u from two radial components ur1 and ur2.
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